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Nov. 17, 2021

Want to see new art this weekend? Start in Chelsea with Steffani Jemison’s video investigations into the fate of Black manhood. Then cross
Manhattan for a survey of Ruth Orkin’s photographs, including her most famous, “An American Girl in Italy,” at Fotografiska.

DOWNTOWN

Steffani Jemison
Through Dec. 4. Greene Naftali, 508 West 26th Street, Manhattan. 212-463-7770; greenenaftaligallery.com.

Steffani Jemison, a Brooklyn artist on the faculty at Rutgers University, has a terrific solo show at Greene Naftali.

A new video called “In Succession” provides a series of wall-filling close-ups on four men practicing some kind of human-pyramid routine,
climbing and balancing on each other. Another projection, titled “Escaped Lunatic” (2011), shows men running and tumbling through
urban streets. In “Broken Fall (Organic),” a 2008 piece presented on a monitor, a young man hangs by his arms from a tree branch until his
grasp finally gives way.

All this ought to seem joyful, maybe even comic, and perhaps it would — if this weren’t 2021, and those men weren’t African American.
Given what we know of Black men’s lives, an endless arm-hang can have a whiff of hazing or even torture about it, as though Jemison’s
young man is being tested rather than testing himself. Running and tumbling inevitably evokes avoidance and escape. Men climbing and
grasping each other make us think of struggle rather than play. (Although “In Succession” is actually a riff on a 1931 New York Times
report, of Black men who formed a human pyramid to rescue a white woman from a fire, then left without taking credit for their deed.)

That these videos are by a Black woman makes Jemison’s show feel like an investigation into the state and fate of Black manhood, from
someone who knows it firsthand but can also view it from a distance, across the gender gap. BLAKE GOPNIK

DOWNTOWN

Ruth Orkin
Through Dec. 5. Fotografiska, 281 Park Avenue South, Manhattan. 212-433-3686. fotografiska.com/nyc

Newly Reviewed

https://www.nytimes.com/article/new-york-art-galleries.html

Ruth Orkin’s most famous picture was staged in Florence. Learning from a young American student how Italian men ogled and catcalled
women, Orkin posed her in a picturesque but slightly seedy setting, looking straight ahead with an uncomfortable expression as she
passed a gantlet of male bystanders. Taken in 1951, the picture offers a feminist rejoinder to a celebrated Richard Avedon image made four
years earlier, of a Dior fashion model standing in Paris’s decorous Place de la Concorde, as three appreciative but respectful young men
stride by.

Marking the centenary of Orkin’s birth, “Expressions of Life” documents the achievement of a trailblazing female photographer who, with
her husband, Morris Engel, also made a charming movie, “Little Fugitive,” that foreshadowed the French New Wave. (A newly published
monograph, Ruth Orkin: A Photo Spirit, offers a fuller survey of her work.)

Orkin photographed celebrities, young lovers, fellow New Yorkers and inhabitants of the new state of Israel. But where she truly excelled
was in her shots of children. Indeed, only Helen Levitt rivals her in that category. This exhibition features a delightful sequence, also from
1952, of three children playing cards, which was the only photographic group in the landmark “Family of Man” show at the Museum of
Modern Art in 1955.

In her best portraits, Orkin captured the child in adults as well. Along with a well known picture of a guffawing Albert Einstein, don’t miss
a marvelous view of the photographer Robert Capa that reveals his irresistible boyish charm. ARTHUR LUBOW

QUEENS

Diane Severin Nguyen
Through Dec. 13. SculptureCenter, 44-19 Purves Street, Long Island City, Queens. 718-361-1750; sculpture-center.org.

Ruth Orkin’s “American Girl in Italy,” 1951. Ruth Orkin Photo Archive

These days, K-pop’s ties to global capitalism are hard to miss. (Take McDonald’s menu, which offers a Chicken McNugget meal endorsed
by the Korean boy band BTS.) But the American artist Diane Severin Nguyen uses K-pop to look at something different: the impact of
immigration and cultural exchange among countries with a Communist past.

The exhibition’s main work, a video titled “If Revolution Is a Sickness,” stars a Vietnamese-Polish protagonist named Weronika, who lives
in Warsaw and eventually joins a local dance crew inspired by Korean idol groups. As they move and lip-sync to a song about revolution,
Nguyen builds a case that K-pop has much in common with Soviet socialism. Which maybe isn’t far-fetched: The genre’s stars often live
communally and perform choreographed acts. Casting her lead actress by searching for a Polish performer who shared her surname,
Nguyen sought a doppelgänger from an alternate post-Cold War world. If your immigrant parents came inches away from moving
elsewhere entirely, this game of “what-if” feels familiar.

In a back room at SculptureCenter, photos by Nguyen — flames, braided hair and unrecognizable gooey substances shot close-up — echo
older feminist artists who explored abjection and bodily shame. Throughout, Nguyen merges cinematic melodrama with the homegrown
feel of social media: the inexplicable listlessness of vloggers; reaction videos shot in bedrooms and public squares. If you like the unfiltered
emotions and rough edges of the current media landscape, then Nguyen’s latest work will appeal to you. DAWN CHAN

DOWNTOWN

Reza and Mamali Shafahi
Through Dec. 19. Situations, 127 Henry Street, Manhattan; situations.us. Club Rhubarb, Manhattan; open by appointment: ronlittles@hotmail.com.

Installation view of Diane Severin Nguyen’s “If Revolution Is a Sickness,” at SculptureCenter. Charles Benton
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